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Abstract: In mining, the decrease in the quality of grades has led to further deepening of the existing deposits, determining the existence of a greater quantity of waste, increasing the probability of contact between the waste and the environment, communities and productive soils. For this reason, we propose new logics to organize mining spaces, employing Multi-Criteria Evaluation techniques, risk assessment and the integration of spatial data into the Geographic Information System, with the purpose of determining the optimal locations of industrial waste deposit. Also, using cellular automata, we define a sustainable logistic plan for the dynamic distribution of waste, evaluating the interaction of a determined rhythm of waste production, with the variable dynamic of the wind. In conclusion, a new methodology of systematic vision is created for the planning and territorial ordering of future mining projects.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade, one of the greatest challenges that mining activity has presented, is how this industry can be compatible with the global convention of sustainable development. In the mining sector, as well as academic and corporate circles, still has not achieved fully allaying the doubts and opinions in respect to whether the concept of sustainability is applicable or not to mining [1–3].

Is in this line where this investigation presents its key purpose and contribution, incorporating the study of the territorial ordering in the mining decision-making, for the planning of the proper uses of soil and the determination of optimal locations for its waste.

The study takes place in the IV Region of Coquimbo in Chile, a region which presents 50% of the Mining Environmental Liabilities (MEL) of the entire country and at the same time, possesses a similar percentage of untapped resources. The territory is analyzed under multiple geo-referential variables and integrated into Geographic Information System (GIS), utilizing Multi-Criteria Evaluation techniques (MCE), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), and Cellular Automata (CA).

2. Methodology

2.1. Optimal Locations in GIS–MCE–AHP

The optimal locations stem from which in this investigation has been named Risk Index, which correspond to the cells (1 × 1 km²) with the values of IR < 3.8 or, equivalent, ≤−0.5 times standard
deviations. The results are obtained from the MCE, which was performed considering the linear
weighted sum method [4], which consists of multiplying the value of each criterion (geo-referenced
data reclassified in values of vulnerability ranging from 1 to 5, corresponding to the minimum or
maximum vulnerability or probability respectively) by the global weight of each factor.

For the determination of the weights of the factors the Analytical Hierarchy Process was utilized
proposed by Saaty (1980) [5].

Previously, twenty-two physical and human variables were proposed to determine the impact
of the territory against the disposal of a massive mineral waste, where using the Fuzzy process, they
have been normalized and standardized each one under different roles [6].

2.2. Cellular Automatons

We may define a cellular automatons as a discrete dynamic system formed by a combination of
simple rules, which are identical within themselves, but combined are capable to demonstrate complex
behavior. In the traditional use of CA, the state of each element, depends on the previous state of
their neighboring elements, according to a combination of rules of transition [7]. In this research, we
changed this definition of the behaviour of the CA, being that the state of the dump-cell (in
production or not) will change if it affects a restricted cell (IR ≥ 3.8), which can be contiguous or not,
with particulate material.

The dynamics of the automaton responds to the following general rules: a time step of one hour,
which is the resolution of the model; a height of the dump waste which will be growing according to
the production rate, with a maximum value of 120 m; a prioritization in the selection of the “next
cell”, considering the minimum distance from the origin of the mining to the cell of evaluation and,
when the radius in which pollution may impact a cell with an IR ≥ 3.8, the automata take another
location, successively repeating within the optimal possible options.

2.3. Methodological Design

The degrees of vulnerability for each factor were reclassified in values of 1 through 5 according
to the level of probability of occurring or susceptibility. Later, each value is multiplied by the global
weight obtained through the AHP for each class, obtaining a map of risk which is subsequently used
as a basis for the development of cellular automata. The optimal locations defined by a risk index IR < 3.8 are evaluated.

Subsequently, specific locations of open-pit mining are defined and its trapezoidal waste
deposit, within each cell of the grid covering all the available area. The growth of these piles with the
interaction of the wind, in different height intervals, provokes dispersal of fine material particles (<10 μm) toward surrounding areas of the territory.

We use a power—law wind profile to estimate the horizontal wind speed, considering only a
stable atmospheric condition. The minimum necessary wind velocity that we will consider for that
the particle leaves the dump will be 5 m/s.

The reach radius, of the dispersal fine material particles, for the proposed mining dump site,
was obtained considering the direction of winds predominant in the zone, its velocities, the terrain
level and the depositional velocity of the particle (1 m/h).

Then, the simulation will iterate in each possible cell, until the pollutant emitted by the waste
dump fall in a cell with IR ≥ 3.8 or a dump reached the maximum height of 120 m.

We didn’t consider the effects of the atmospheric boundary layer and its associated vertical
winds, the variations in temperature or any other variation in meteorological variables.

3. Results

A systemic analysis of the territory was considered, under a previous scenario of the mining
operation, with the goal of conducting a comparative analysis against the final result (Figure 1). The
activity in the region presents multiple mining waste classified as environmental mining liabilities.
Figure 1. (a) Levels of compatibility and incompatibility that exist between the modeled scenario (before the mining activity) versus the present scenario with an operating mine. (b) Results from CA programming. The red point corresponds to the location of the mine, in magenta the risk border cells and the green cell are those with IR < 3.8. Cells in blue are those selected as optimal location in increasing order of impact (increasing IR value, see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Distribution of the first 14 of 37 options, identifying the minimum impact value (minimum IR), maximum dump height reached and the distance mine—waste dump.

Thirty-seven cases where selected as optimal possibilities (Figure 1). The first case generates the minimum impact, according to the value of IR. Also, a good capacity of waste is achieved (101,450,000 m$^3$) with a height of 101.45 m, but at the expense of a larger distance between mine and the dump (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the alternative 12 presents a minimum distance mine-dump (which implies a lesser transport cost), a similar volume capacity (105,000,000 m$^3$) but with a higher impact (IR = 5.0). This level of volume is equivalent to 46 years of production of 10,000 ton of waste with density of 1.6 ton/m$^3$.

4. Discussions and Conclusions

The proposed methodology permits the construction of an efficient tool to make decisions about the use and management of massive mining waste, by determining optimal locations most efficient at the moment of planning a logistic of sustainable distribution.

This is a first approximation (and the best-case scenario) to a very complex problem in nature, where there are various parameters and criteria which can be calibrated in a more precise manner and variable which eventually could be included or measured with greater precision and level of update, which would make a more robust and exact model.

In general, the results pose various challenges, for the engineering sciences, against the development of technologically innovative methods. The innovations should point to technologies that mitigate the impact even more, contribute to the reduction of the quantity of waste produced, independent of the method of mining; encourage ways of reutilization of the waste for other purposes and find new methods to deposit and transport waste that are competitive in costs.

Finally, the investigation states the idea that, sustainable mining is a fact.
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